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Homeowners everywhere can have major headaches when roofing damage occurs. Because roofs
are always exposed to varying climate conditions, they weaken at a faster rate. The roof protects
your home from various risks like water damage from pouring rains, lashing winds, violent
hailstorms, and the intense heat of the sun. Without a roof, a home will be brought down to a mound
of rubble, leaving its occupants at the mercy of the weather.

Compared to other components of the house, roofs endure more wear and tear. The typical roof
lasts between 10 and 15 years, but its lifespan can be reduced to a fraction if it is not maintained.
Poor maintenance is one of the leading reasons for roof damage. According to the National Roofing
Contractors Association, roofs must be inspected at least twice every year to detect signs of
damage. If you have been overlooking the state of your roof for quite some time now, it is probably
the most appropriate time to give it the maintenance it deserves.

Fortifying your roof's protection can be achieved in a number of ways. The best you can do is to
make sure the shingles installed are of outstanding quality. Shingles are overlapping flat or curved
tiles that channel water and direct it away from a pitched roof. These are created from diverse
materials and differ in expenses, durability, weight, color, and appearance. If you are seeking for a
dependable material that looks pleasing to the eye, then you may want to take a stab at installing
asphalt shingles.

Asphalt shingles are created with one of those organic materials and/or fiberglass. The former is
typically obtained from asphalt-coated paper, while the latter is made of a strong plastic
strengthened with glass fibers. Asphalt shingles are well-liked materials for roofing Fairfax homes
are acknowledged for. In fact, figures reveal that 80 percent of homes in the United States are
protected by asphalt shingles.

Asphalt shingles come with their own set of advantages, like ease of installation. Dissimilar to other
shingles of roofing Northern Virginia homes have, asphalt does not require specific tools for
installation. Moreover, asphalt stays firm and beautiful for lengthy periods, thus reducing the need
for maintenance and repair. Finally, because it is made in bulk, asphalt is viewed as the most
inexpensive roofing material in contrast to other materials.

Roof maintenance is important and it is a strategy to keep your home standing tall despite harsh
weather conditions. Start strengthening your home's defenses, come hell or high water, with the aid
of expert roofing in Arlington.
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For more details, search a roofing Fairfax,a roofing Northern Virginia and a roofing in Arlington in
Google for related information.
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